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Welcome to the second edition of the AML Quarterly Newsletter,

Fintelekt's publication designed to bring to you the latest trends,

regulatory updates, news and views related to anti-money laundering

and countering of terrorist financing (AML/CFT). 

Non-banking finance companies in many countries across the region

are in the radar of regulators for relatively lower levels of AML

compliance. The article on Addressing AML/CFT loopholes within

NBFCs in India looks at some of the priorities for NBFCs and presents

findings from a survey conducted during an Executive Briefing which

Fintelekt recently organised for NBFCs in India. 

We also feature two guest articles - Making it Fit and Proper- Missing

Link in Prevention of Money Laundering Act of India, by Sachin

Shah, CAMS accredited financial crime compliance professional; and

Overcoming Customer Due Diligence Challenges in Financial

Institutions by Vikram Babbar, Partner & Financial Services Lead,

Fraud Investigation & Dispute Services, EY. 

In the spotlight is Raja Aryal, newly qualified Fintelekt Certified AML

Professional (FCAP). We are also proud to bring you updates based on

Fintelekt's activities as well as country summary of the financial sector

and AML regime in Myanmar.

If you would like to contribute articles, whitepapers, or a point of view

related to the subject of anti-money laundering, please send it to Arpita

Bedekar at arpita@fintelekt.com and it will be considered for inclusion in

the next issue of the newsletter.

We hope you enjoy reading this issue! 

Editor

Arpita Bedekar

Director - Marketing

Fintelekt Advisory Services 
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In 2017, the share of Non-Banking Financial Company (NBFCs) in the total

credit market was 16 per cent, up from 13 per cent in 2015 at the cost of

market share of public sector banks, according to a study by Crisil. Further,

data from the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) shows that NBFCs and housing

finance companies cumulatively extended INR 2.59 lakh crore in credit to

commercial enterprises in 2017, a year-on-year lending growth of 28 per

cent. 

High growth in the NBFC sector has been attributed to deep regional

presence, innovative products and marketing, even as the banking sector is

struggling with the problem of bad loans. NBFCs have been credited with

meeting an unfulfilled credit need in segments such as Medium, Small and

Micro Enterprises (MSMEs) and unbanked retail populations which have been

largely outside the purview of traditional banking.

In February 2018, the Financial

Intelligence Unit India (FIU-IND)

published a list of 9491 NBFCs

which are non-compliant with

the Prevention of Money

Laundering Act (PMLA).

Controversially classified as

'high-risk', these are NBFCs

which had not registered a

Principal Officer

Addressing

AML/CFT

Loopholes Within

NBFCs in India
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Business vs. AML Compliance

In almost all high-growth sectors, a trade-off is often witnessed between

growing business and complying with regulatory requirements. The

growing significant of the NBFC sector is by no means an exception.

In February 2018, the Financial Intelligence Unit India (FIU-IND) published

a list of 9491 NBFCs which are non-compliant with the Prevention of

Money Laundering Act (PMLA). Controversially classified as 'high-risk',

these are NBFCs which had not registered a Principal Officer, the person

responsible for reporting suspicious transactions and cash transactions

reports (STRs/CTRs). Further, an official statement in March 2018

directed NBFCs to comply with PMLA requirements including verifying

the identity of clients, maintaining records and furnishing information to

the FIU-IND. 

AML/CFT Concerns within NBFCs

Fintelekt, in partnership with Thomson Reuters, recently organised a

half-day session on best practices for customer acceptance and

monitoring for NBFCs with respect to PMLA guidelines. Discussions with

compliance officers and AML experts during the session suggested that

processes related to risk identification and profiling at NBFCs required

strengthening, especially when compared to those at banks. 

The number and quality of Suspicious Transaction Reports (STRs) filed by

NBFCs emerged as an area of concern. Post-demonetisation in

November 2016, areas such as pre-payment for loan accounts and cash

transactions in linked accounts emerged as significant AML red flags.

Structuring of transactions to keep them below regulatory thresholds

was also flagged off as a risk indicator for the industry. 

A quick survey of compliance officers of large NBFCs found that 40 per

cent of the participating organisations still employ manual methods for

Know Your Customer (KYC) documentation. Investing in digitizing KYC

and due diligence related record keeping will allow front-line staff as well

as AML compliance analysts to easily access customer records.

Screening is another area of concern that emerged from Fintelekt's

survey. Organisations are mostly relying on internal lists and the UN list

for customer screening. Only 30 per cent are incorporating the FIU list in

A quick survey of

compliance

officers of large

NBFCs found that

40 per cent of the

participating

organisations still

employ manual

methods for Know

Your Customer

(KYC)

documentation.

Source : Fintelekt research



their screening process. Further, the use of commercially available

screening lists was found to be only 20 per cent.

The Need of the Hour

Fintelekt asked compliance officers to list their top priority areas for AML

compliance spending in the next one to two years. 80 per cent

compliance officers rated training of their employees as the most critical

area for AML compliance spending in the next one to two years. This was

followed by procuring/ enhancing transactions monitoring systems (70

per cent) and KYC reviews, update and maintenance (60 per cent).

The priority areas show that compliance officers are largely aware of the

risk factors faced by their organisations. However, they will need

significant support from their management and Board of Directors in

terms of budgets and resource allocation to improve processes and

AML/CFT compliance.

With the RBI as well as FIU-IND shifting their focus to sub-sectors with

relatively lower AML/CFT compliance, it is time that NBFCs address the

deficiencies so as to avoid penalties and the resultant reputational

damage.
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Compliance
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significant support

from their

management and

Board of Directors

in terms of

budgets and

resource allocation

to improve

processes and

AML/CFT

compliance.
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Making It Fit and

Proper - Missing Link

in Prevention of

Money Laundering

Act of India 

By Sachin Shah 

Sachin Shah is CAMS accredited financial crime

compliance professional with 18 years of working

experience in the financial services and banking

industry. He has handled professional

assignments in the areas of financial compliance

assurance, compliance advisory, AML transaction

monitoring and investigation, internal controls,

process review and internal audits and

inspections, client on-boarding and KYC

compliance, compliance country team set-ups

and staff compliance training across India, EMEA

and APAC region. He has interest in writing for

current FCC issues and trends and has to his

credit article and whitepaper published in India

as well as at global level. 

Introduction 

Combating Money Laundering, Terrorist Financing and

fraud has become an area of increasing focus for

governments and regulators across the world. And

since AML/CTF violations continue to attract stiff

regulatory fines and penalties, banks and financial

institutions (FIs) of all sizes are now more concerned

than ever about risk and compliance management.

Across the globe numerous regulations and laws have

been enacted and enhanced to provide law

enforcement and regulatory agencies with the most

effective tools to combat money laundering. One

common theme emerging from these numerous laws is

been the effective AML compliance programmes linked

to the size, jurisdiction, complexity of business activities

and various other parameters which an Authorized

Institution (AI) is exposed to. Over the years, in this

journey of evolution of an effective AML framework, it

was always challenging to ensure a strong foundation

for an AML framework. However as the journey

progressed the consensus was built-up on the below

four main pillars of an effective AML programme - 

� Internal controls; 

� The designation of a BSA/AML officer; 

� A BSA/AML training program; and 

� Independent testing to test programs. 

To put it in a different perspective, the above pillars lay

emphasis, for an effective AML programme, on having

required policies and procedures, assignment of



responsibility and accountability, required competency

and skills and last but not the least independent

validation/assurance. 

In the subsequent sections of this article, the author will

make an attempt as to how the "Competency" and

"Adequate Skill-Set(s)" factor takes precedence among

all the main pillars of an effective programme and how

it can be embedded in the Indian Anti Money

Laundering (AML) regulatory framework. 

Competence is a Must - Global Regulatory

Landscape 

The competence of authorized individuals (AIs) / top

management of banks and financial institutions (FIs)

are critical to the achievement of the objectives of

effective AML programme. The competency

requirement also plays a key role in the enforcement

and supervision tools adopted by all the regulators

globally. It may be pertinent to note that without

adequate competency level of authorized individuals,

no financial institution can implement a robust internal

control framework and effective AML programme.

There will also be challenges at each stage of the AML

programme, right from interpretation of the regulations

and laws to designing the policies till the independent

validation of the control framework.

This is where the "Fit and Proper" principle of a

regulatory regime comes into focus which ensures that

supervisors of entities within a financial conglomerate

are able to exercise their responsibilities to assess

whether those entities are soundly and prudently

managed and directed. It also puts a regulatory

obligation on the senior management at controlled

function roles and who exercise a material influence on

their operations meet the fitness, propriety or other

qualification tests of their supervisors. 

The application of such tests is a common regulatory

mechanism for regulators to ensure that the

institutions for which they have supervisory

responsibility are operated in a sound and prudent

manner. Regulators across the globe have at their

disposal various approaches to ensure remedial

measures are taken in respect of AIs who do not meet

the relevant fitness and propriety or other qualification

standards. One such approach is the "Fit and Proper"

principle which is enshrined in majority of the money

laundering (ML) regulations globally. Fitness principle

usually seeks to assess the competence of AIs and their

capacity to fulfill the responsibilities of their positions

while Propriety principle tests seek to assess their

integrity and suitability.1

On visiting the ML regulations across all the major

continents and countries, one can easily understand

and observe as to how the "Fit and Proper" principle is

used as a tool for effective enforcement and

supervision by all the regulators.

Basel Committee on Banking Supervision and FATF

Recommendation 232 considers "Fit and Proper" criteria

as one of the parameters while prescribing the

minimum standard for sound prudential regulation and

supervision of banks and banking systems.3

United Kingdom has emphasized on the "Fit and

Proper" criteria vide Sec 584 of The Money Laundering,

Terrorist Financing and Transfer of Funds (Information

on the Payer) Regulations 2017.

In Middle East region, all key regulators of significant

important jurisdictions like Central Bank of Bahrain5,

Dubai Financial Service Authority6, Qatar Financial

Centre Regulatory Authority7 and Central Bank of

Oman8 treats "Fit and Proper" as one of the key criteria

for the authorization of Approved Person. 

Asia Pacific region is not behind and Hong Kong

Monetary Authority (HKMA)9 also puts "Fit and Proper"

as the minimum criteria for the authorization of senior

management positions like directors and chief

executive (including their alternates).

Not Fit and Proper in India - Missing Regulation 

The Government of India in conjunction with Reserve

Bank of India (RBI), Securities and Exchange Board of

India (SEBI) and other relevant authorities has set many

rules, regulations and laws for combating the money

laundering and financing of terrorism effectively. 

Prevention of Money Laundering Act (PMLA) - 2002 is

the key regulation in India with an aim of prevention,

controlling and combating the money laundering

actives, seizing of properties involved with money
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minimum standard for sound prudential

regulation and supervision of banks and

banking systems.



laundering, and dealing with matters related to money

laundering. Another critical piece of regulation referred

by bank and authorized institutions in India is RBI

Master Circular(s) on Know Your Customer (KYC) norms

/ Anti-Money Laundering (AML) standards/Combating

Financing of Terrorism (CFT)/Obligation of banks and

financial institutions published under PMLA, 2002. The

circular publication is an annual ritual unless there are

major addenda to the existing regulation. 

On careful analysis and comparing the PMLA Act and

the RBI Master Circular(s) under the background of

global regulatory regime, it is very evident that although

the Indian regulator has a comprehensive law to

combat money laundering and financing of terrorism

activities, however there is no explicit regulation or

legislation prescribing "Fit and Proper" criteria as a tool

for effective enforcement and supervision. 

In other words, Indian regulatory framework doesn't

contain any directive/guidance on the following: 

� How authorized individuals execute their

responsibility to ensure that entities will take the

measures necessary to ensure that senior

management at controlled function roles and who

exercise a material influence on their operations

meet the fitness, propriety or other qualification

tests of their supervisors. 

� There are no criteria to ensure and supervise the

competency, honesty and integrity standards of the

senior management roles especially the roles of

Designation director and Principal Officer

India is considered to be one of the best regulated

jurisdictions in the world; however by not having a

critical enforcement and supervision tool like "Fit and

Proper" principle, the country runs a risk of being

exposed to money laundering and terrorist financing

risks. 

The Unintended Consequences and Bad Practices

The Basel AML Index Report ranks India at 88th, 78th

and 79th position in 2017, 2016 and 2015 respectively.

For continuous three years India has performed better

than the global average score in the Basel AML Index. It

scored 5.58, 5.69 and 5.77 against global average score

of 6.15, 5.85 and 5.82 for the year 2017, 2016 and 2015

respectively. However on analyzing these rankings

against the back drop of various penalties and fines

since 2012 against the banks in India, the figures raise

an alarm regarding the effectiveness of AML regulatory

regime. It further raises concerns on the competency

levels and skill sets of the senior management-

controlled functions especially in the compliance

fraternity. Few instances of AML/KYC related

fines/penalties are as follows: 

� In year 2010, 15 co-operative banks were fined for

violating KYC and AML norms. The number increased

to 48 banks in year 2011. 

� In 2013, RBI fined 22 banks INR 495 mio over money

laundering and KYC norms. In the same year three

largest private sector banks were fined, in total,

INR105 mio for KYC and AML breaches. 

� In 2015, a major Trade Based Money Laundering

(TBML) scam was unearthed for INR 61.72 billion. 

� In 2016, 13 banks were fined for KYC and FEMA

violations for INR 270 mio. In the same year three

public sector banks were fined Rs. 5 crore in total for

flouting KYC and AML norms. 

� In 2017, 13 banks and their officials were found to be

involved in a major forex scam totaling INR 22.53

billion. 

� According to one of the media report, Directorate of

Revenue Intelligence (DRI) detected commercial

frauds (including trade based money laundering

(TBML) to the tune of over INR 31 billion for the FY

2013-14.

Going one step ahead; if we take a look to some of the

unchecked industry practices in the world of

compliance in India, the whole ecosystem needs urgent

attention of the Indian authorities to overhaul the

money laundering regulation(s) and making "Fit and

Proper" criteria a necessary tool for enforcement and

supervision. Few such industry practices are as follows: 

Budget Constraints and Compromised Recruitments

- Despite the regulatory focus on compliance as an

independent function, there are still constraints in

terms of financial budgets for adequate resourcing. This

compels banks to either have no additional manpower

or to recruit compliance professionals with less pay by

compromising the competency and qualification levels.

We have ample of instances in the industry where
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people from hotel management and sales background

are recruited in the compliance function without having

adequate understanding of the banking structure or

compliance risks.

Meritocracy vs. Seniority - Unlike the global norm of

adopting "Meritocracy" criteria while identifying

professionals for senior compliance roles, India still

follows the old tradition of "Seniority" while filling-up

the senior management compliance roles or for that

matter any such critical controlled function role. There

are instances in several banks where an individual who

has spent considerable time in operations or customer

service or any other front line role and has attained

senior level position in the entity often is selected for

the role of senior compliance roles. There is no way to

doubt the capability of these individuals however the

increased penalties and fines, as mentioned above,

seriously give us a food for thought if there is a

regulatory mechanism to assess the competency levels

of these individuals too. It might be possible that the

individual(s) might not be "Fit and Proper" on a

meritocracy scale. 

Management Culture of Indifference - Although there

is increased focus on the compliance function of a FI

and its activities, there are still instances where senior

management has indifferent attitude towards imbibing

the compliance culture and misses the "Tone from Top".

There are instances where the Principle Officer / MLRO

are not assisted in carrying out their duty

independently. The periodic KYC review backlogs,

insufficient customer documentation and delay in

providing timely information to the AML team at the

time of transaction monitoring or due diligence exercise

are few real life instances which makes the use of "Fit

and Proper" criteria all the more important. 

Lack of Mandatory Accreditation Framework - As

mentioned above, the menace of compromising on

competency and qualification requirement doesn't stop

at the recruitment stage but also goes beyond that.

Unlike the global regulations, Indian ML regulation

regime is silent on the mandatory accreditation of the

compliance officers or the senior compliance

professionals. Due to various reasons, there is a lack of

incentive for the compliance professionals to attain

required accreditations/certifications on a continuous

basis. This result into stagnant competency levels and

on a micro-level acts as one of the indirect reason for

regulatory fines and penalties. 

Time to Act 

Fit and proper supervision has a "gatekeeping" function

for not only banks' boards of directors but also for the

regulator. As a regulator there must be a check and

challenge mechanism adopted to prevent individual(s)

who would pose a risk to the FIs correct functioning.

Senior management of an FI and the regulators must be

capable of taking steps that safeguard the safety and

soundness of financial services industry. This can be

ensured by embedding the "Fit and Proper" criteria in

the Indian ML regulatory regime. This will not only

ensure to have a compliance ecosystem, supported by

the regulation, that all the relevant compliance

professionals in the role of controlled function are

competent, honest, have integrity and are of sound

financial standing but will also result into a robust

regulatory regime with less instances of fines and

penalties and a world class talent pool of a "Fit and

proper" compliance professionals. Is anybody

listening!!!
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Disclaimer - The views expressed in the article are solely of the author and do not represent any views or opinion(s), directly or indirectly, of his

employer or any person or organization associated with the author. 

1 https://www.bis.org/publ/bcbs47c4.pdf

2 https://www.un.org/sc/ctc/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/fatf-rec23.pdf  

3 Page 26, point 7, Principle 5: Licensing Criteria - Core Principles for Effective Banking Supervision by Basel Committee on Banking

Supervision  

4 http://www.legislation.gov.uk/id/uksi/2017/692

5 Authorization Module - Volume 4: Investment Business, Central Bank of Bahrain Rulebook  

6 Part 3 - The DFSA Rulebook - Authorized Market Institutions (AMI)  

7 http://www.qfcra.com/en-us/legislation/Laws/AntiMoney%20Laundering%20Law%20No.%20(4)%20of%202010.pdf  

8  http://www.cbo-oman.org/rules/Oman%20AMLCFT%20law%20finalENG%20revised%20on%208%209%2016-.pdf  

9 http://www.hkma.gov.hk/media/eng/doc/key-information/guidelines-and-circular/guideline/g15.pdf
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Overcoming

Customer Due

Diligence Challenges

in Financial

Institutions

Vikram Babbar, Partner & Financial

Services Lead, Fraud Investigation &

Dispute Services, EY  

Financial institutions across the globe are under

increased regulatory scrutiny to comply with anti-

money laundering (AML) and counter terrorist financing

(CTF) policies and procedures. In the past decade, they

have witnessed significant enforcement actions and

penalties for non-compliance with respect to money

laundering and terrorist financing. Hence, regulations

are being introduced and/or amended across regions to

fight geopolitical risks as well as fraud, corruption and

financial crime.

From an organizational perspective, financial

institutions will need to find a balance between

establishing AML and CTF frameworks, and providing

exceptional service to customers. However, they are still

struggling to effectively comply with existing regulations

and achieve optimal cost benefits. Further, these issues

are magnified with varying risk appetites, culture and

legislations that tends to differ from one region to the

other. 

Customer due diligence requirements have increased

with the implementation of Foreign Accounts Tax

Compliance Act (FATCA) and Common Reporting

Standards (CRS) along with the current EU Directives.

Foreign Accounts Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) and

Common Reporting Standards (CRS). These also include

enhanced due diligence for politically exposed persons

and disclosure of beneficial ownership, amplifying the

level of compliance standards. However, challenges in

areas such as identification of beneficial owners,

establishing source of wealth, identification of a

politically exposed person and their close associates

From an organizational

perspective, financial institutions

will need to find a balance

between establishing AML and

CTF frameworks, and providing

exceptional service to customers.
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would still need to be overcome. 

In addition, operational challenges when complying with customer due

diligence requirements include the following. 

� Customer on-boarding can be a fairly long process due to multiple

touch points 

� Processes are manual and tend to be document intensive 

� Multiple regulatory requirements can result in a varying amount of

documentation 

� Duplication in the customer due diligence process across countries 

� Insufficient availability and gaps in quality of data

� Absence of a centralized Know Your Customer (KYC) database

� Increasing KYC cost compared to return on investments

� Difficulty in maintaining existing IT infrastructure 

The challenges related to customer due diligence are growing on a daily

basis, and adding resources or outsourcing may not be able to resolve

the problem. However, streamlining KYC processes with a strategic

approach could avoid duplication of work, repeated information

requests (from the same customers) and ensure seamless operations

between multiple departments. Financial institutions should identify

proactive and innovate ways to perform customer due diligence and

minimize data dependencies by using government approved identity

documents and publically available information. 

The role of technology will be of an enabler and demand the requisite

investments. Here, digital transformation would be a core aspect as it is

steadily becoming a strategic approach to resolve customer due

diligence challenges. Financial institutions will need to accelerate digital

transformation initiatives, leverage innovative technologies such as

robotics and automation for optimal efficiency and achieve cost

rationalization. In fact, regulators in regions such as Singapore, Hong

Kong, India are actively participating in "Reg Tech initiatives" to use

technology as a tool in the fight against money laundering and terrorist

financing. The use of emerging technologies can also help financial

institutions stay abreast with the regulatory changes and convert

opportunities. These include:

� Automating document centric processes to reduce manual data entry

activities

� Using optical charter recognition to convert scanned documents and

images into text

� Using e-KYC for identity verification

� Setting up mobile and web based applications to collect customer

information

� Building data repositories to create a central KYC registry

� Performing link analysis to  unwrap connections between entities and

beneficial owners

� Establishing content based identity matching and linguistic search

techniques to screen and data analysis 

Customer due diligence is undergoing a sea change and needs to be

supported by a robust IT infrastructure, ethical culture and compliance

frameworks. The process is an important pillar in an AML program and

holds substantial organizational importance in terms of governance,

controls, training and approach.

Customer due

diligence is

undergoing a sea

change and needs

to be supported by

a robust IT

infrastructure,

ethical culture and

compliance

frameworks.
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Fintelekt Certified

AML Professional

Hall of Fame 

FCAP training is a four-day residential intensive training

program designed as an advanced refresher for

bankers and financial services professionals across

Asia.

The fourth batch of FCAP training was organized in a

picturesque location in Goa, India and was attended by

FCAP Members from Batch 4

participants from Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka.

During the four-day training, senior faculty members

from across the industry imparted training to

participants. In the evenings, participants enjoyed

various networking activities such as Sunset Cruise on

Mandovi River and Goan musical night.

� Sheikh Farid Ahmad (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Most. Shamim Ara (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Asma Zaman (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Snigdha Sarker (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� MohammadAnwar Hossain (Agrani Bank,

Bangladesh)

� Md.Ahsan Siddiki (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Mubarak Hosen (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Md. Golam Hossain (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Debashis Roy (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Md. Mohsin Kabir (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Ismat Ara (Agrani Bank, Bangladesh)

� Ishrat Khan (Bkash, Bangladesh)

� Ravi Kumar Rauniyar (Citizen Bank International,

Nepal)

� Raja Aryal  (Global IME Bank, Nepal)

� Piyush Raj Aryal (Laxmi Bank, Nepal)

� Tika Bhattarai (Machhapuchchhre Bank, Nepal)

� Kumar Gnawali (Machhapuchchhre Bank, Nepal)

� Rojee K.C. (Khatri (Machhapuchchhre Bank, Nepal)

� Shyam Sundar Kadel (Nepal Bank, Nepal)

� Ujwal Raj Gautam (Nepal Bank, Nepal)

� Pratima Shrestha (Nepal Bank, Nepal)

� Durga Kumari Kandel (Nepal Bank, Nepal)

� Uma Shanker Adhikari (Nepal Investment Bank,

Nepal)

� Anuja Pande (Nepal Investment Bank, Nepal)

� Amreeta Aryal  (Nepal Investment Bank, Nepal)

� Kamal Khadka (NIC ASIA Bank, Nepal)

� Rajendra Prasad Bhatta (Prabhu Bank, Nepal)

� Binay Ghimire (Prabhu Bank, Nepal)

� Valentine Selvakumar Rajasooriyar (Commercial

Bank of Ceylon PLC, Sri Lanka)



Fintelekt: What motivated you to choose the

compliance profession?

Raja: The financial sector is continuously evolving and

getting more complicated worldwide. The issues that

were unknown just a few decades ago have become

very important lately. Compliance, despite being a

relatively new area, has become one of the most

important issues in financial sector today. The scope of

compliance has been increasing rapidly along with its

importance. In a nutshell, increasing scope and

importance of this sector in the financial industry in

terms of risk management, financial or non-financial, is

the key motivating factor that made me choose the

compliance profession. 

According to you, what role does your department play

in the overall operational health of the organization?

Compliance risk, undoubtedly, is the most important of

all risks. The potential financial or non-financial cost of

non-compliance is huge, and this has exposed all

financial institutions, including mine, to a huge risk. The

compliance department, under my leadership, acts as a

watchdog in all aspects, be it AML/CFT or general

compliance, and continuously monitors our policies,

practices and activities viz a viz the legal and regulatory

framework along with our internal policies and advises

corrective actions wherever required, which ultimately

helps in improving the operational health of the

institution.

In conversation

with Raja Aryal,

Chief Compliance

Officer, Global

IME Bank, Nepal
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Raja has over 13 years of banking

experience. His first stint was with

Nepal Bank. He has been with Global

IME Bank since its inception in 2007.

He has held the positions of

Corporate Credit as a Senior

Relationship Manager, Credit cum

Cluster Manager, Branch Manager,

Head of Recovery Department and

Head of Infrastructure and Project

Financing Department before taking

on the role of Chief Compliance

Officer. 



How do you keep yourself up-to-date with recent

changes and trends within compliance?

This is an ever-changing subject and the only way to

keep myself updated is through reading, interaction and

experience. As a CCO, I keep myself abreast with latest

updates in the regulatory framework and national and

international news updates on the issue. I also interact

with related staff within the organization and those in

the industry and also keep track of happenings in the

organizational level, industry level as well as

international market.

What advice would you give to aspiring compliance

professionals?

This a new but very important aspect in the financial

world. All we need is to have the drive and commitment

towards a compliance culture. The organizations of

today are understanding the importance of compliance

and they are making significant effort and investment to

ensure compliance. In short, I would say that this will be

a rewarding career if you have the drive towards

creating and being in an environment where

compliance is a culture, and not just a statutory

requirement.

How did the FCAP course contribute to your overall

learning and development objective?

It was an interesting experience and was very helpful.

Interacting with experienced resource personnel and

compliance professionals from various countries was

very helpful in understanding the latest developments

in the area. Sharing of the latest issues and experiences

with resource personnel and other participants was

also very helpful. Overall the program proved to be a

platform that not only made me understand the latest

issues and developments, but also gave me an

opportunity to learn from the experiences of others

working in same area but from diverse geographical

and economic areas/scenarios.
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Raja Aryal, Chief Compliance Officer, Global IME Bank, Nepal receiving his FCAP Certificate from Shirish Pathak, Managing Director, Fintelekt Advisory Services

at Fintelekt's AML Advanced Training in Goa held from May 21st to 24th, 2018



Sri Lanka was listed under 'high risk and monitored

jurisdictions' by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) in

November 2017. Following this, the country made a

commitment to work with the FATF and the Asia/Pacific

Group on Money Laundering (APG) to strengthen the

effectiveness of its Anti-Money Laundering (AML) and

Counter-Financing of Terrorism (CFT) regime. Significant

efforts are being made by Financial Intelligence Unit

(FIU) - Sri Lanka and Central Bank of Sri Lanka to put the

country back in the effective AML-CFT regime. All key

stakeholders within financial institutions there are

expected to play a significant role to ensure that the

country is de-listed by the FATF.

Role of Financial Institutions

Banks and other financial institutions are moving

towards a Risk Based Approach and embedding FATF's

requirements in the Customer Due Diligence (CDD)

guidelines. There is a need for greater awareness in

terms of identifying the gaps in current processes and

in communicating the compliance priorities to Board of

Directors. Banks also need to work on increasing

compliance awareness at branch levels. Compliance

officers need to enhance and update their AML and

Know Your Customer (KYC) policies to match growing

regulatory expectations. They also need to ensure that

AML and KYC are adequately covered under training

modules and employees are constantly trained.

Strategic

Imperatives for

Strengthening the

AML/CFT Regime

in Sri Lanka

Fintelekt organized its 4th Annual

AML Summit in Colombo, Sri Lanka

on April 26, 2018. A panel

comprising Chaya Gunarathne, VP

Compliance, DFCC Bank PLC; Sitari

Jayasundara, Head of Legal, Board

Secretary, HNB Assurance PLC /

HNB General Insurance Ltd; Dilum

Mahawatte, Compliance Officer,

LOLC Finance PLC and Ravi Lahoti,

Principal Officer & Head AML, HDFC

Bank India and moderated by Arpita

Bedekar, Director- Marketing,

Fintelekt discussed various initiatives

required towards strengthening

AML/CFT Regime in Sri Lanka. This

article is based on the key takeaways

from this session.
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Role of Management

To effectively implement AML/CFT measures within a

company, it is very important that management buys in

to the importance of AML/CFT. There needs to be a

realistic approach towards compliance, investment in

technology and allocation of adequate resources.

Unless senior management pushes a culture of

compliance, it will be impossible to achieve good AML

practices within the organization.

Risks

Trade Based Money Laundering (TBML): As far as

money laundering techniques are considered, TBML is

probably the most commonly used technique. Under-

invoicing and over-invoicing are two of the most

common methods of TBML. For bankers, it is very

difficult to verify all the trade operations. Bankers must

stay abreast with emerging trends in TBML and make

sure that their systems are robust enough to detect

anomalies in trade transactions to avoid being used by

money launderers. Better technology clubbed with

increased awareness can reduce instances of TBML. 

Lacking synergy between AML and Anti-Fraud

departments: Even though both are subsets of

financial crime control and there is an overlap between

the two, synergy between these two departments is

generally lacking. There is a need for these two

departments to come together and work in sync.

Non-banking financial firms: Awareness of AML and

CFT measures is low in non-banking finance companies.

They need to put policies and procedures in place to

protect their companies from money laundering risks.

Employees need to be trained and made aware of the

repercussions of not complying to the FATF

recommendations. 

Way forward

With limited time remaining before the next FATF

evaluation, all banks and financial institutions need to

list down action items based on the FATF

recommendations and act on them. They need to focus

on implementing CDD guidelines to the maximum

possible level. The focus should not be top line or

targets, but to bring in clean business, compliant with

the company's AML policies. They also need to invest in

technology and training. Reporting entities expect more

support and handholding by the regulatory authorities

as well.

A culture of compliance within the organization, top to

bottom, irrespective of the type of financial institution

will be critical going forward. This will ensure that

compliance is not looked upon with a tick-in-the-box

approach. Working as a community towards achieving

strong AML/CFT regime is what the country will heavily

benefit from at this point in time.
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Myanmar (officially the Republic of the Union of

Myanmar, earlier known as Burma) is a sovereign state

in Southeast Asia. Its capital city is Naypyidaw and its

largest city and former capital is Yangon. Myanmar had

been under military rule under Burma Socialist

Programme Party from 1962 up until 2011. In 2011, the

military junta was officially dissolved following a 2010

general election, and a nominally civilian government

was installed. 

Banking Industry 

The banking sector comprises 4 state-owned banks, 10

semi-government banks, 14 private banks and 13

foreign bank branches. The banking industry regulator

is the Central Bank of Myanmar. 

Compared to other ASEAN countries, the contribution

of Myanmar's banking sector to the country's economy

is very low - it has the lowest banking assets-to-GDP

ratio in ASEAN. However, the banking asset growth rate

is 18% which is the fastest growth rate in the region. In

the past couple of years, the financial sector took

important steps to reduce cash transactions. 

Myanmar's financial sector is largely cash-based.

Myanmar's financial sector remains concentrated in

urban areas. The perceived lack of financial

transparency and weak money laundering policies and

practices have attracted many sanctions against the

country. The United States had imposed sanctions on

Myanmar in 2003 including a ban on all imports, a ban

Country

Summary:

Myanmar
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COUNTRY SUMMARY

Category Value

Population 53.8 million (in 2017)

GDP Growth Rate 6.8% (in 2017)

Inflation 5.3% (in 2017)

Currency Burmese kyat (MMK)

Currency exchange rate 1 USD = 1,411 MMK*

World Bank Ease of Doing 171, out of 
Business Rank 2017 190 countries

Transparency International's 130, out of
Corruption Perception Index 180 countries
rank 2017

*Source: www.xe.com (On July 2, 2018) 



on the export of financial services, a freeze on the

assets of certain Burmese financial institutions, and

extended visa restrictions on Burmese officials. These

sanctions were revoked in 2016. Many targeted

sanctions have been levied against Myanmar after the

Rohingya crisis, including US sanctions, European Union

Financial Sanctions and Bangladesh sanctions.

AML Regime

Myanmar is a member of the Asia/Pacific Group on

Money Laundering (APG). In February 2010, FATF

identified Myanmar as a jurisdiction which has strategic

AML/CFT deficiencies.  In June 2016, the country was

removed from the list of monitored jurisdictions after it

demonstrated progress in improving its AML/CFT

regime and made a high-level political commitment to

work with the FATF and APG to address its strategic

AML/CFT deficiencies. Myanmar is currently undergoing

mutual evaluation by the APG.

Basel AML Index

The Basel AML Index, published by the Basel Institute

on Governance, provides risk ratings based on the

quality of a country's framework for AML and CFT and

related factors such as perceived levels of corruption,

financial sector standards and public transparency. Out

of 146, a rank of 1 denotes the highest risk of money

laundering and terrorist financing in the country, while

146 would be the lowest risk. In 2017, Myanmar was

ranked 13 on this index. 

Myanmar Financial Intelligence Unit (MFIU) 

In Myanmar, FIU is under Myanmar Police Force (MPF).

MPF is responsible for prevention of crime, financial or

otherwise. MPF also works for suppression of Narcotic

Drugs and Psychotropic Substances. In accordance with

the Anti-Money Laundering Law, the Central Body

formed the Financial Intelligence Unit to serve as the

central national agency of Myanmar for AML/CFT

oversight.

Anti-Money Laundering Law

Myanmar passed its new Anti-Money Laundering Law in

March 2014. The objective of this Law is to enable

effective action against money laundering and financing

of terrorism and to prevent subsequent offences, to

implement anti-money laundering and countering the

financing of terrorism in accord with the international

conventions acceded by the State and to issue

directives and guidance related to the system of anti-

money laundering and countering the financing of

terrorism.
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longer subject to FATF monitoring under its ongoing

global AML/CFT compliance process. Vanuatu is

expected to work with APG to improve further its

AML/CFT regime.

South Korea: Stricter AML guidelines for virtual

currencies

South Korea's Financial Services Commission (FSC) has

released revised AML guidelines for virtual currencies.

The revised guidelines note that cryptocurrency

exchanges must conduct CDD and EDD to ensure the

trade purposes and funding sources of users are

legitimate. If a business refuses or is unable to provide

information for customer verification, the guidelines

note that any transactions from that entity must be

rejected or terminated.

Australia: AUSTRAC implements new laws for

digital currency exchange providers

The Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre

(AUSTRAC), Australia's financial intelligence agency has

implemented new laws in April 2018 that will strengthen

compliance and intelligence capabilities to help digital

currency exchange providers in the country implement

systems and controls to minimise the risk of ML/TF and

cybercrime activities by criminals.

Asia

Regulatory

Updates

Pakistan added to FATF grey list

FATF has identified Pakistan as a jurisdiction with

strategic AML/CFT deficiencies, for failing to to address

its strategic counter-terrorist financing-related

deficiencies. The country in turn has developed an

action plan with the FATF to address the most serious

deficiencies along with a high level political

commitment to the action plan.

Bhutan: New AML/CFT regulations come into force

Bhutan's new AML/CFT Act 2018 came into force from

July 1st, 2018, focusing on the creation of an effective

legal AML/CFT framework in criminalizing the offences

and empowering the authorities concerned and to

apply international best practices and standards. With

the enactment of AML/CFT Act 2018, the FIU has been

upgraded to Financial Intelligence Department and will

be headed by a Director from 1st July 2018. 

Vanuatu no longer subject to FATF AML/CFT

compliance process

The FATF has acknowledged Vanuatu's significant

progress in improving its AML/CFT regime and noted

that Vanuatu has established the legal and regulatory

framework to meet the commitments in its action plan

regarding the strategic deficiencies that the FATF

identified in February 2016. Vanuatu is therefore no
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